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Abstract 
Complete results about the existence of colored designs were established by the authors for 
two and three colors for small graphs. 
Here general results are presented for any 2 colors and for particular classes of graphs uch as 
P2,+ 1, 2tK2, tP3, K1,2, and tKx.,, when )~--2. 
1. Introduction, definitions and notation 
Graphs in this article are loopless. For basic definitions we refer to [6]. In this 
article we shall deal with the concept of colored designs, consider the Colored Design 
Problem and give solutions for many cases. 
The definitions and notation needed were presented in our former paper "On 
colored designs-I" [3], however, in order to keep this paper self contained we repeat 
most of them here. 
A graph G is said to have H-decomposition, denoted HI G, if the edge-set of G is the 
disjoint union of the edge-sets of isomorphic opies of H. The set of the above copies 
of tt  is called an H-design. Several surveys on H-designs have been written but we 
shall mention only the recent book of Bosak [2]. 
Graphs having no multiple edges will be denoted G,H . . . . .  while G ~ is the graph 
having the same vertex set as G but each edge of G is replaced by an edge of 
multiplicity 2, a fixed positive integer. 
Let L = { 1, 2 .... ,2} be a set of 2 colors. Denote by CG ~ the edge colored graph G ~ in 
which all 2 colors are used in every multiple edge. In other words the graph CG ~ is the 
union of 2 monochromatic copies of G, any two copies having different colors. 
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Suppose H is a graph with e(H) edges, such that 2]e(H). A 2-coloring c~ of H is 
a mapping ~b :E (H)~ { 1, 2 . . . . .  2} such that the number of edges colored k is the same 
for each keL, namely, e(H)/2. Such colorings have been called uniform. Nonuniform 
colorings have been considered also [5]. In this paper, when not pointed out other- 
wise, a 2-coloring $ means a uniform 2-coloring. The graph H colored by a specific 
q~ will be denoted C~H. The 2-colored graphs C4,,H 1 and C4~2H 2 are  called isochro- 
matic if H1 and H2 are isomorphic and there is an isomorphism f:/41--*/42 such that 
for every edge eeE(H1) the color ofe is preserved by f, i.e. ~bl (e)= ~b2(f(e)). For this we 
shall use the notation C~ H~ ~ C~,2H 2. 
Now we can define the colored design concept. 
Definition 1. A graph CG ~ is said to have a C¢H-decomposition, denoted Co, HI CG ~ if 
the colored edge-set of CG ~ is the disjoint union of the colored edge set of isochro- 
matic copies of C~H. The set of those copies is also called a colored design. 
If for a fixed graph H the decomposition C4,HrCG ~ exists for every 2-coloring 
q~ then we shall write CH]CGa. 
Definition 2. A 2-coloring ~b of a given graph H is called 2-symmetric f there exist 
), permutations nl = identity, n2 . . . . .  na of the set { 1, 2 . . . . .  2} such that 
(1) For i ¢k  and for j=  1,2 . . . . .  2, ni( j)¢nk(j)  and 
(2) For i= 1,2 . . . . .  2, CeH~CoH,  where ~b~ is the 2-coloring of H induced by hi. 
Definition 3. Let ~b be a 2-coloring of a graph H. Denote by (all( i) the monochro- 
matic subgraph of H, consisting of all edges having color i, and denote by gcd(~bH(i)) 
the greatest common divisor of the degrees in tire subgraph ~bH (i). 
2. The colored design problem and main results 
Clearly the colored decomposition C4,HICG ~ can exist only if the corresponding 
H-decomposition exists. The main question here is the following problem. 
The colored design problem (CDP): Is this necessary condition also sufficient ? or is it 
even sufficient for every (~, i.e. whether H[G z implies CH[CGZ? 
As mentioned in [5] this question has been considered by Wilson in the case of 
Block Designs i.e. in the case H is a complete graph Kt. The above necessary 
condition seems to be asymptotically sufficient. 
Seeking for exact results Colbourn and Stinson [5] solved the CDP for block 
designs with He  {K3, K4} except a few undecided cases that recently have been solved 
by Zhu Li (see [8]). 
In our previous paper [3], we solve completely the CDP for the uniform colorings 
in all the cases where the graph H has two or three or four edges (there are 18 such 
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graphs) for )~ = 2, 3 using some known techniques from Design Theory, and in some 
cases also using some ad-hoc proofs. In our forthcoming paper [4] we deal mainly 
with 2 = 4, and all the graphs having four edges. 
In this paper we shall investigate the CDP for several classes of graphs H having 
large number of edges, for which necessary and sufficient condition for HIG h are 
known and G in most cases is the complete graph K,. 
The first general result is in the spirit of Wilson's Theorem [10]. 
Theorem 2.1. Let H be a graph and 49 a )~-coloring of the edges of H such that any two 
color classes induce two vertex disjoint subgraphs. Suppose the.lbllowing conditions hold: 
(i) e(qSH(i)l("2), 1~<i~<2, 
(ii) gcd (49H(i)) l(n-1),  1~<i~<),, 
then there is an integer no(H, qS) such that n >~ no implies that 
CoHICK~. 
Remark. Observe that conditions (i) and (ii) in Theorem 2.1 are necessary for the 
colored design and with the existence of no they are also asymptotically sufficient. 
Some corollaries shall be derived from Theorem 2.1, in particular we shall give 
asymptotic omplete solution to the CDP C(2t K 2)1CK z n for all 2 >~ 2, t ~>1. 
Our next general result is a theorem which enables us to deduce the existence of 
colored designs from classical designs. 
Theorem 2.2. Suppose (a is a 2-symmetric coloring of H and HIF. Then, Coil[ CF ~ 
For some families of graphs we are able to strengthen the results given by Theorem 
2.1 or Theorem 2.2 or to present constructive proofs. 
Theorem 2.3. f f  q5 is a 2-symmetric coloring then, C, P2t+ 11CK2 Jor n = 0, l (mod 2t). 
Observation. Observe that in the case t = 2 a the above condition is also necessary. 
Theorem 2.4. Let 49 be a 2-symmetric oloring cf tKl,,,, then, C6(tKI,,,)ICKZ,Jbr 
n=0, 1 (rood 2tm). 
For the graphs 2tK 2, tP3, K 1.2t, when taking 2 = 2, each 2-coloring is 2-symmetric.. 
so we have the following three additional theorems. 
Theorem 2.5. C(2tKz)lCKZ, for n=0,  1 (mod t), n>~4t. 
Theorem 2.6. C(tP3)lCK2for n=0, 1 (mod4t), n>~3t. 
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Theorem 2.7. C (K 1,2,)1CK 2 for n = 0, 1 (rood 2t), n > 2t. 
Note. Observe that in the case t= 2", Theorems 2.5-2.7 give a complete solution to 
the CDP. 
3. Proof of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 
Notation. The vertex set of K.  is defined to be Z, and addition of vertex labels is done 
mod n for n odd and for n even define {Z.w~ }, where addition of vertex labels is done 
rood (n-1) .  By K,(t) we denote the complete t-partite graph in which each part is of 
size n, while K,,.. is the complete bipartite graph whose two parts are of sizes m, n. 
Before proving Theorem 2.1 we need some preliminaries. Recall first the celebrated 
Theorem of Wilson [10]. 
Theorem W (Wilson [10]). Let H be a graph and n an integer such that 
(i) e(H)](g) 
(ii) de(n-1) (where d is the greatest common divisor of the degrees of the vertices 
of H). 
(iii) n>~n(H). 
Then H IK.. 
The next lemma is an important ool for the proof of Theorem 2.1. 
Lemma 3.1. Let H=(A,B)  be a bipartite graph with parts A,B of equal size n. If 
6(H)~n/2 then H has a perfect matching. 
Proof. Assume the contrary and let M be some maximum but not perfect matching in 
H with IMI--m. Denote A={xl ,x2  . . . . .  x,} and B={y l ,y  2 . . . . .  y,} such that 
ei=(xl, yl)6M for 1 <~i<~m. Since M is not perfect (x.,y.)q~M hence (x,,y,)¢E(H). 
Furthermore ach of the vertices x.,y.  is adjacent only to vertices in M. Since 
deg x., deg y. >>, n/2 there exists some edge (Xk, yk)EM such that y, is adjacent to Xk and 
x. is adjacent o Yk. NOW {M\(Xk,Yk)}W{(Xk, y.),(x.,yk)} is a matching which is 
greater than M contradicting our assumption. [] 
Now we are ready to prove Theorem 2.1. 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. By Theorem W for n sufficiently large satisfying conditions 
(i)-(iii) of our theorem we have ff)H(i}FK, for i= 1,2 . . . . .  2. 
We apply induction upon 2 the number of colors used. Assume we have proved that 
~bH(1,2 .... ,k}lCK~andletusprovethatc~H(1,2 . . . . .  k ,k+l} l  k+l CK. . By theinduc- 
tion hypothesis, Theorem W and the fact that the colored graphs are vertex disjoint 
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we infer that ~bH (k + 1 }IK. and q~H(1,2 .... .  k}[CKR,. Denote by Hk + 1 the subgraph 
~bH (k + 1 } of H and consider a decomposition Hk + 11K.. In this decomposition there 
are exactly ;t("z)/e(H) copies of Hk+I. Denote by Hk the subgraph 4~H(1,2 .... .  k } of 
H. In the decomposition C, Hkl CKR. there are exactly )~("2)/e(H) copies of Hk. 
Define a bipartite graph F=(A, B) with color sets A and B, such that for each copy 
of Hk+ 1 in the decomposition there corresponds a vertex in A and for each copy of 
Hk in the decomposition there corresponds a vertex in B. An edge e=(x,y), xeA,  ),eB 
exists in F whenever the corresponding copies in the decomposition are vertex 
disjoint. Now since ]AI=[BL=2("z)/e(H) we have to show that 6(F)>~2("z)/2e(H)in 
order to apply Lemma 3.1. and to deduce that C, HICK~.. 
Now for each copy of ilk+ ~ (a vertex in ,4) let us estimate how many vertices in B are 
not adjacent o it (because of common edges or common vertices). Observe that for 
each edge of Hk + 1 there is exactly one forbidden copy of Hk, in each copy of K, in Kk,, 
sO that we have at most e(Hk+ 1)k forbidden copies of Hk. 
For common vertices observe that for each vertex u of Hk + ~ in the worst case, there 
is at most one copy of Hk, in each copy of K. in K, k, containing u and an incident edge. 
So there are at most I Hk+ a lk (n -  1) forbidden copies of Hk. Hence a vertex of A is not 
adjacent to at most k [e(Hk + 1 ) + I Hk + 1 [(n -- 1)] vertices of B. Now for each copy of Hk 
(a vertex in B) let us estimate how many vertices of A are not adjacent to it. Following 
the same argument as above we see that a vertex of B is not adjacent at most 
e(Hk)+lHkl(n--1) vertices of A. Thus, with 2= k + 1, 
a(F)~> 
e(H) 
-max  {k[e(Ha+ 1)+ IHk+ 1 [(n-- 1)], e(Ha)+ ]Hkl(n-- 1)} 
~>e~-" -1 )  +[Hl(n--1) >2e(H) 
for sufficiently large n. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. [] 
An immediate (asymptotically best possible) consequence is the following corollary. 
Corollary 3.2. Let 0 be a 2-colorimt of ,~tK 2, 2)2 ,  t>~l. Suppose tl(~), n>~12(2t2). 
Then, C,(2tK2)IK~.. 
Proof. Clearly for i = 1, 2 .... .  2, O(2tK2)( i)  = t K 2. But the necessary conditions for 
having tKz lK ,  are 
(i) n >~ 2t and 
(ii) t " [(2), which suffice by a theorem of Alon [1]. Hence the only limitations are: 
those imposed by the calculations made in Theorem 2.1, which yields 
n>~12(2t) 2. [~ 
A particular "monochromatic" form of Theorem 2.1 is the following corollary. 
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Corol lary 3.3. Let H be a graph and 0 the ),-coloring of )~H, in which each copy of H is 
monochromatic. Then, for all sufficiently large n, H IKn--* C o(2H)ICK~.. 
Proof  of  Theorem 2.2. Let q~ be a 2-symmetric oloring of H. Denote ~bH<i)= 
Gi, i=1,2  . . . . .  2. 
Sice (~ is 2-symmetric G~ is isomorphic to Gj for 14i, j<~L Since, HIF we 
can write F=U)=IHj, Hj~H. Hence each of the Hj subgraphs can be written as 
Hi= U~= 1G~ j~. Hence F ~ is decomposed as follows: 
(I) F:~=Ftl)u ... ~F (~). 
(2) F(i)=H(l'i)~H(2"i)u ...uH it,i), H(k,i),.~H, 
(3) H(*'i)=G~Li,w G~2,1) ~ "'" wGfa, k i), G( j , i )~  Gi. 
Now by redefining k ~ k Gj, ni(j), . . . ,  Hi = l J j= l  k=l  . . . . .  t, i=1, 2, we eventually obtain 
the required colored design. [] 
A useful corollary is the following. 
Corol lary 3.4. I f  HIG and 0 is 2-symmetric coloring of H then, C4~HICG 2. 
4. Proof  of  the remaining theorems 
Proo f  of  Theorem 2.3. In order to be self-contained we start with description of the 
method of base blocks used in design theory and then show how this can be applied to 
colored designs. 
In the proof of Theorem 2.3 the known decomposition [6] 
P2,+llK22,+1 (1) 
has a crucial role. We shall demonstrate the above method on this example. 
Label the vertices of K2t  + 1 by the vertices of the additive group 
Z2,+ 1 = { - t ,  - t+ l  . . . . .  -1 ,0 ,  1,2 . . . . .  t}. 
With this notation the sequence of vertices (0, 1, - 1, 2, -2  . . . . .  t, - t )  represents a path 
P2t+ 1. By 
(0, 1, -- l, 2, - 2 . . . . .  t, - t) (mod 2t + 1) (2) 
one means the set of paths {( i , i+l , i -1 ..... i+t i -ti~2t and the vector of the 
starting path is called base block. The paths represented by (2) give the decomposition 
(1). This can be seen by considering the absolute values of the differences of consecut- 
ive entries in the base block. They are 
(1,2,3 . . . . .  t,t . . . . .  3,2,1). (3) 
Of course they are unchanged shifting the base blocks (mod 2t+ 1). Each absolute 
value occurs exactly twice, which ensures the decomposition (I). 
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Turning now to the coloring problem, let the number of colors be two, say A and 
B. Determine any uniform coloring of P2~+l by coloring any t differences in (3) by 
color A. When this is chosen so that color A is assigned to t different values in (3), 
i.e. the coloring is symmetric, then (2) is a colored decomposition. Thus we have 
C4,P2t+ 11CKZzt+ 1 for every symmetric oloring qS. 
Now we can exhibit the base blocks giving the decomposition P2t+I[K,  z 
and describe how they are obtained and how they can be colored to give 
C4,P2t+ 1[CK2, for every symmetric oloring ~b. For n = 2st + 1 the base blocks are 
(O--it, l + it, - -1 - -  it . . . . .  t+ i t , - t - i t ) (modn)  i=0,1 . . . . .  s - l ,  (4) 
this is valid for s ~> 1. 
For n = 2st we have 
(t+it ,  l+ i t , - t - i t  . . . . .  t - -1 , - - t+ l , t ) (modn-1)  i=0,1  . . . . .  s -3 .  (5) 
The additional two base blocks are 
(oo,0, 1, -1  . . . . .  t - l , - t+ l , t ) (modn-1) ,  
( ( s -  1)t, - ( s -  1)t , (s -  1)t+ 1, - ( s -  l ) t -  1 . . . . .  s t - l ,  - s t+ 1, ~,) 
(mod n -- 1). (6) 
Here s must be at least 2 and if s = 2 the last two base blocks give the decomposition. 
The blocks in (4) are obtained by breaking (2) into s sequences each of length 2t + 1. 
The sequence obtained coincide with (4), namely, 
(0, 1, - 1 . . . . .  t, - t ) , ( - t , t  + 1, - t+  1, - t -  l , t+2  . . . . .  2t, -2 t ) . . .  
Notice that the last entry in the first sequence is also the first entry in the second and 
SO on .  
In this way the set of differences in the small blocks is the same as in the block (2) 
and therefore the decomposit ion Pzt+llKzZ~s+l is ensured. Moreover the colored 
decomposit ion also follows. This is easy to see for s even. In this case the differences in 
each block are different and the blocks can be paired so that each pair contains two 
blocks with sequences of the same differences in opposite order. If s is odd the 
argument is the same except he block obtained from the middle of (2). The differences 
on which this block is built occur in it exactly twice. 
The procedure to obtain the blocks (6) is similar. The starting point is the decompo- 
sition 2 2 CP stlCK2st given by the base block 
(vc,O, 1, -- 1,2, - -2 . . . . .  - - (s--  1)t, ts-- 1)t+ 1,--(s-- l ) t - -  1,st-- l , - -st  + 1, vr) 
(rood n - 1). [] 
In order to prove Theorem 2.4 we give some preliminary results. 
Lemma 4.1. I f  H IK . , .  then tHIK2, ( t ) .  
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Proof. Consider K2n(t ) as a graph G=K2t\M,  where M is a perfect matching and 
each vertex of G is a contraction of n vertices of K2n(t ) and an edge of G is 
a contraction of K. , .  of K2n(t ). Hence we seek for a tK2-decomposition of G. But, 
KEt  has a Hamilton cycle decomposition plus a perfect matching (see [6, p.89]). So 
that those Hamilton cycles of size 2t are decomposable into two copies of tK 2 and the 
result follows. [] 
Corollary 4.2. I f  H I K 2, ;K,.. then tHI K 2,t. 
Proof. Let, Kz.t=tKz,wK2.(t). Then obviously tHltK2, and tHltKz.(t ) by 
Lemma 4.1. [] 
Corollary 4.3. I f  HIK2.;K,,. then tHIKzntk, k >~ 1. 
Proof. We use induction on k. For k= 1, we have Corollary 4.2. Let Kzntk  = 
Kz.twK2,t, 2.t (k - 1 )wK2.t(k - 1). Then, tH]Kz.t by Corollary 4.2. Since, K,,,  I K2.t. 2,t(k - 1 ) 
we have a tH-decomposition by the assumption of the corollary. Finally tHrK2,t(k-1) 
by the induction hypothesis. [] 
Before proving Lemma 4.4 we recall the following theorem due to Tarsi [9]. 
Theorem T (Tarsi [9]). The necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of 
a Kt,r,-decomposition f K~, is that 
(1) 2n(n-  1) -0 (mod 2m); 
(2) (a) n >~ 2m for 2 = 1, 
(b) n/> m + 1 for even 2, 
(c) n>~m+l+m/2 for odd 2 >13. 
Lemma 4.4. tKl.mlK, for n=0, 1 (mod2tm). 
Proof. I f  n=2tmk we have from Theorem T, Corollary 4.2 tKl,mlK2tm and from 
Corollary 4.3 that tKl,mlK2t,.k, k>~ 1. 
Let n -- 2tmk + 1. We use induction on k. For k = 1 we give the following base blocks: 
(0;1,2 . . . . .  m) (re+l;  2m+2,2m+3 .. . . .  3m+l)(m+4;3m+5, 
3m+6 .. . . .  4m+4) . . . (3 t+m-5; (m+3)t -4 ,  
(m+3)t -3  . . . . .  (m+3)t - (m-5)) (mod(2tm+ 1)). 
Now put 
K2tmk + 1 = K2tm + 1 u Kz t  m + 1,2tra(k - 1 )k-;K2tm (k - 1 ), k ~ 1. 
Then by the induction hypothesis the base blocks above are an obvious decomposi- 
tion of the bipartite graph, we are done. [] 
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Proof of Theorem 2.4. The proof follows immediately applying Lemma 4.4 and 
Corollary 3.4. [] 
Proof of Theorem 2.5. Put n= tin+i, i= O, 1 then the base blocks for the colored 
design are 
CK~m = (oc, 1) (I, 2) (3, 6) . . . . .  (j, 2j), ..., (2t - 1,4t - 2) ( mod tm-  1 ), 
CK2m+I =(0, 1)(1,3)(2,5), ... ,(j, 2 j+ 1) . . . . .  (2 t -1 ,4 t -1 )  (rood tin+ 1), 
while the first t edges are colored A and the rest are colored B. 73 
Remark. Notice first that as was shown in Corollary 3.2, Theorem 2.1 holds for 2tK2 
only for n ~> 48 t 2. From Theorem 2.2 we can deduce that if n >~ 4t and t ln(n - 1 )/4 then 
applying Alon's Theorem [1], C¢(2tKz)ICK 2. However, in Theorem 2.5 we cover 
several cases in which n < 48t 2. 
In order to prove Theorem 2.6 we need some preliminary results. 
Lemma 4.5. tP3lG for GE{Kt ,2 t ,K t+ l ,2 t ) .  
Proof. Take Kt ,2 t ,K t+ l ,2 t  and contract pairs of vertices of the 2t-set to form 
Kt,t(Kt+ 1,t) in which each edge represents a P3. So that we seek for a tK2-decomposi- 
tion of those graphs. That decomposition follows from a corollary to Alon's Theorem 
[1], which proves also our lemma. 
Corollary 4.6. tP3 ] G for Ge {Kta, 2tb, g ( t  + 1 )a, 2b }, a, b are positive integers. 
Now we are ready to prove the following lemma. 
Lemma 4.7. tP3IG, Gs{K4,,K4t+ I }. 
Proof. First we prove the decomposit ion of K4t. Let K4t = tK4wK4(t). Each of the 
t graphs K 4 has P3-decomposition so that we have the required tP3-decomposition f 
tK4. For the graph K4(t) we can look at it as a KEt\M=F where M is a complete 
matching and each edge of F is actually a Kz,2 in K4(t ). NOW F has a Hamilton 
decomposit ion i to 2t-Hamilton cycles which are decomposable into tK2. 
In the case of K4t+ 1 we give a direct construction of the decomposition: 
[(0,4t, 2t), (1,4t-- 1 ,2t+ 1),(2,4t-- 2, 2t + 2) . . . . .  (t-- 1, 3 t+ 1, 3t-- 1)] 
(mod(4t + 1)) (t~> 1). [] 
Corollary 4.8. tP3IG for G~ {K4tm, K4tm+ 1 }" 
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Proof. The proof is by induction on m. For m=l  it was proved in Lemma 4.3. 
Suppose we have proved it for all x ~< m-1 .  Let 
K4tm+i=K4t+iL)g4t+i,4t(m_l)L)K4t(m_l), i=0, 1. 
Then by the induction hypothesis, Corollary 4.6 and Lemma 4.7 we are done. [] 
Proof of Theorem 2.6. The proof follows immediately by using Corollary 4.8 and 
Corollary 3.4. [] 
Proof of Theorem 2.7. Observe that deg(x) = 4tm for all xe  V(K22t,,+ t). Hence we have 
2 an Euler tour in Kzt,, + 1. Start this tour in some vertex and color the edges alternately 
in two colors, say, red and blue. One can see that each vertex is a center of 2m stars 
KI, 2t with half edges red and half edges blue. Hence we are through. 
For K2,,  we have two cases. 
Case a: m= 2k. In that case we use Theorem T assuring a K1, zt-decomposition in 
that case, a fact which assures us our required colored decomposition, by Corollary 
3.4. 
Caseb: m=2k+l .  In that case 2tm=4tk+2t ,  hence we define K2,.t= 
K4tk w K4tk- 1,2t L.)K 2t + 1- The first part is decomposed by Theorem T. The second part 
has an obvious decomposition, and for the third part we use the case of K2t,,+ ~ with 
m= l. [] 
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